skill set
easy peasy

Royal
Bracelet
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A bracelet fit for royalty

Design by: Katie Hill
Supplies
Craftsman Clasp (94-6205-61)
Hammered 10mm Cushion Bezel
Link (94-3225-61)
28" 2.5x6mm Brass Cable Chain
(20-1825-11)
13 Oval Jump Ring 20 Gauge
4x3mm Inside Diameter
(01-0018-61)
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Round Jump Ring 16 Gauge
5mm Inside Diameter
(01-0020-61)
Swarovski #4470 10mm Cushion
Fancy Stones (Lt Sapphire 		
Shimmer shown)

Instructions
TIP: For an approx. 7 1/2" bracelet,
reduce the cushion links to seven,
and reduce chain lengths to 6".
1.

6. Repeat Step 5.
7.

Open one round jump ring and
string on one chain segment, the

Use 2 part epoxy (follow product

connected link segment and the

instructions) to glue one cushion

second chain segment. Close

stone into one cushion bezel link.

jump ring. Repeat at other end.

Repeat 7 times. Allow to dry.
2. Use one oval jump ring to

8. Use one round jump ring to attach
clasp ring at one end of the

connect 2 of the links. Repeat

bracelet. Repeat at other end to

until all 8 links are connected.

attach the clasp bar.

3. Attach one oval jump ring at one
end of the strand of connected

Watch the technique videos

links. Close jump ring. Repeat at

in the DIY section of our blog

other end.

(look for videos on jump

4. Cut one 6¾" piece of chain.
Repeat 3 times.
5. Open one oval jump ring and
attach the end link of one piece of
chain. Attach end link of a second
piece of chain to same jump ring.
Close jump ring. Open a second
jump ring and attach to end links
at the other end.

www.tierracast.com

rings).
tierracast.com/blog/tag/diy

Required Tools
Chain or flat nose pliers (2), wire
cutters, 2 part epoxy, ruler

Finished Size
Approx 8.5 inches

